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The Big Questions
ORIGIN & INFLUENCE

RANGE & ATTRIBUTION

• Arab/Islamic links

• Ethnic differentiation

• European blades

• Transit and trade

• Solingen trade

• Decorative forms

• Indigenous forms

• Regional forms

• Form Evolution

What is a Takouba?
The takouba can be defined as a family of broadswords in the Sahel,
which is recognized generally by the hilt form and shared sources of
blades. Most surviving examples date from the 19th or 20th centuries.
However the type is doubtless much older and the presence of
European blades dating as far back as the 14th century show the depth
of both the type and the interconnected relationship the European arms
industry had with Africa.
Dating takouba is not an exact science and often fixates on European
blades simply because they are easier to date. Due to local practice of
renewing hilts fairly regularly it is often difficult to estimate exactly how
old any particular mount is, besides knowing that it predates the 1900s.
However it is generally safe to say the type in more or less its current
form has existed since at least the 18th century as verified examples
from the 1830s are known.

What is a Takouba?
LINGUISTICS

SWORD TERMS

Tuareg Tamasheq language

Takobi/Takouba (sing./plural)

Hausa language

Loan words from Tamasheq

Fula language

Takabal (modified loan word)

Kanuri language

Kasagar

Nupe

Ebiko & Tamuga/Tamagi

Physical Description of the Takouba Form
BLADES

HILTS

Typically straight, curved are likely
imitations of European sabers

Brazil nut like ovoid pommels

Single or triple fullers or unmarked and
flat, the latter usually wide

Or flat base with stacked metal
pommels
Many minor pommel variations

Diverse range of marks and stamps
encountered but triple fullers invariably
have twin half moon stamps

Guards and handles usually steel/iron
with leather or brass plates on top.

Tips invariably rounded with some
extremely rare exceptions known

Guards are wide and large compared
to kaskara

Origins Questions
• Is the takouba form tied
intrinsically to imported
European blades?

• Likely not, due to the
differences in construction and
appearance.

• Is the takouba an ancient
African sword form where the
blades were later supplanted
by European imports?

• Potentially it has some old
roots, but this is difficult to
establish without extensive
archaeological evidence.

• Is the takouba a result of the
influx of Islamic influences on
the region during the 10th and
11th centuries mixing with
existing native swords?

• The most likely answer.
Penetration by Islam occurred
via the Kanem empire and
Almoravid invasion. Meanwhile
some fringe tribes in remote
areas retain old iron weapons
with some similarities.

Origins - Islamic Connections
KANEM VECTOR

ALMORAVID VECTOR

•

Powerful Chadic empire centered
around the lake Chad area.

•

•

Conversion of first ruler happened
around 1081A.D.

Large early Islamic Berber empire with
a power base in Spain and North
Africa. Would have had exposure to
early straight bladed Islamic swords
due to the Umayyad campaigns across
North Africa.

•

Presence of Arab traders operating on
the trans-Saharan gold and salt routes.

•

Invaded Ghana empire around
1075A.D. they appear to also have
been responsible for converting or in
fact supplying the ruling dynasty in
ancient Gao.

•

Overall responsible for much of the
introduction of Islam to the western
Sahel.

•

Heavy connections with Arab states
and Ottoman empire.

•

Important to remember all Muslims
needed to at least attempt the Hajj to
Mecca.

Origins - Kanem & the Almoravids
Kanem around 1200A.D.

Almoravid Invasion

Origins - Early Islamic Swords

Selection of Arab swords from the
12-14th century. Not shown to
scale.
Sourced from various books and
auctions.

Origins - Omani Saifs

First from Ariel on
EAAF
Second from
Oriental Arms

Origins - European Blades
MANUFACTURE

STAMPS/MARKS

• Blades flowed through trans
Saharan trade routes, often
entering in Egypt and Tripoli. Early
sources included Spanish, German
and Italian blades, later trade was
dominated by German blades.

• Commonly encountered marks
include the cross and orb, running
wolf, fly and lion.

• Alternative routes from the
Portuguese holdings in West Africa.
• By 19th century importation was
systematic and on a massive scale.
Majority tailor-made for export in
Solingen, particularly from makers
like Kull and Clauberg.

• man-in-the-half-moon, known
locally as Dukari are often found in
pairs, invariably on triple fullered
blades. The most common mark by
far and often applied locally.
• Important to be aware that many
blades had marks applied locally in
imitation of genuine marks.

Origins European Blade Examples
First sword from EAAF user
Ascalon. All marks seen
genuine and blade is
potentially 17th or perhaps
16th century from Solingen or
even Passau.
Second sword from JeanPaul Cazes, wolf appears to
be a locally imitation. Other
mark appears genuine. Likely
Solingen.
Third sword from Chris
Topping, formerly in my own
collection. Possibly a
European blade but the half
moons almost certainly
applied locally. Likely
Solingen.

Origins – 14th Century Blade
This is a sword in my own
collection, it is, to my
knowledge, the oldest blade
known on a takouba.
Either of German or Italian
manufacture it dates from the
last half of the 14th century or
the early 15th century.
Remains of original inlay can
even be still seen on the
marks. Similarly marked
swords were held in the
arsenal in Alexandria.
The blade obviously was in
long use in Africa judging by
the heavy duty forte mount.

Origins - Basic Indigenous Forms
MANDARA

EXAMPLE

Best evidence comes from Mandara
mountains were tribal groups live in
relative isolation having fled Islamic
kingdoms.

A Chamba short sword which exhibits
takouba like characteristics. The method
of construction is easy to surmise. The
blade appears to be beaten out of the iron
rods, as shown by the tang being flatter
moving to rounded at the base of the
pommel. The blade is thick and with a
central ridge as each side is hammered to
an edge. Next the guard is inserted over
the tang and snugged to the base of the
blade. Then the pommel is formed by
twisting the tang rod into a conical
stack. In this way the blade, tang, and
pommel are integral giving excellent
strength to the weapon. The pommel form
is purely a function of the construction
without decoration.

Short swords and long knives display
construction and design similarities with
takouba, but executed in a basic and
practical manner.
These weapons perhaps give a window
into earlier weapons of the region. Shorter
weapons (less prone to failure and easier
to make) with pommels and guards
derived from easy of manufacture, in the
takouba merging with outside influences
and blades and gaining the decorative
luxuries of upper classes.

Origins - Chamba Example

Origins - Form Evolution
HILTS

STYLISTIC PROGRESSION

Evolution of the form is generally
encountered in the hilts, not the
blades. There seems to have been a
shift over time from larger oval
pommels to flat pommels with stacks
of metal plates.

This evolution does not seem to have
been for practical purposes, in fact the
balance on swords with stacked
pommels is significantly worse. It is
therefore not out of place to conclude
the evolution of the takouba has been
driven by stylistic needs rather than
practical improvement of the form. As
to why change occurred, it is perhaps
not unreasonable to consider the
increasing influence of firearms which
replaced the sword as a primary
weapon and relegated it to a status
symbol.

Entirely brass covered hilts seem to
have also faded from use in the 20th
century and leather covered guards
seems to have become more
widespread, line decoration on the
leather often imitating motifs formerly
found in brass.

Origins - Pommel Evolution

Range - Trans-Saharan Trade
ROUTES

COMMODITIES

Vital to understanding the range of the
takouba is the interconnected nature
of the region.

The main commodities of the routes
were gold and salt. However slaves
were also a major source of
revenue. Goods imported from Europe
and Arab lands included at various
points in history, sword blades, razors,
mirrors, textiles and silks to name only
a few.

Routes connected the interior with
Mediterranean ports and the Red Sea
- effectively linking both Europe and
the Arab world.
Much of Europe's gold during the
Medieval period was in fact from
Africa.

Kingdoms and towns sprang up along
the routes to service the caravans
and grow rich via taxes. Almost all
regional powers that evolved in the
region did so due to the gold and salt
trade, power shifting as various routes
gained and waned in importance.

Medieval Trans-Saharan Trade Routes

Showing major routes around 1400A.D. with
modern day Niger highlighted in yellow.

Range - Ethnic Distribution
MAIN GROUPS (ISLAMIC)
Tuareg
Hausa
Fulani/Fula/Fulbe
Nupe
Kanuri
Manding/Mandingo
Songhai

FRINGE GROUPS (PAGAN)
Some groups use swords that are not
strictly takouba but share characteristics.

Lobi
Mossi
Mudang
Daba
Vere
Chamba

Please note these lists are quite probably
not complete. Finding groups that used
takouba is an ongoing work.

Range of the Takouba

Very approximate, new map will be made in the future.

The Tuareg
A Berber people famous for their
nomadic ways, the word Takouba
(or more properly Takobi)
originates from the Tuareg
Tamasheq language.
Their range was extensive, from
Algeria and Libya in the north, to
Nigeria in the south and half of
modern day Niger to the west.
By the 19th century 7 major tribal
confederacies controlled
territory.Tuaregs are Muslim but
often retain animist beliefs and
practices.

The Tuareg

The Hausa
A Chadic speaking people with one of the
largest populations in West Africa.
Their traditional base of power was in
modern day Nigeria, grouped around seven
city states.
Known for independent emirates rather than
one large empire, the Hausa are Muslim
although their territory and people contained
many pagans and animists.
Their armies were well known for employing
heavily armored cavalry. They use the word
takouba as a loan word from the Tuareg,
possibly explained by their frequent use of
mercenary Tuaregs.

The Hausa ~ Heavy cavalry

The Nupe
A Nigerian people who lived to
the south of the Hausa. Their
largest kingdom was focused
around the city of Bida. Much of
the population converted to Islam
in the early 1800s.
The Nupe traditionally have a
strong connection with the Hausa
states in trade and culture.
They were renowned for their
metal working abilities,
particularly in brass.

add photo later

The Kanuri (Bornu Empire)
A people grouped around the lake
Chad area speaking a Nilo-Saharan
language, the Kanuri trace their
lineage to the medieval Kanem empire
which later morphed into the Bornu
empire. The latter lasting until the days
of colonialism.
Famed for their resistance to the
Fulani Jihad in the early 1800s, their
cavalry was a heavy armored and
armed force.
Takouba would not have been the
usual term used by the Kanuri, instead
kaskar (the root of the more commonly
known term kaskara) would be used.
However the basic form of the sword
remained the same.

The Kanuri ~ Dikwa Emirate
Bodyguards

The Fulani/Fula
A very widespread pastoral people
group, the Fulani rose to power in the
early 1800s after engaging in a Jihad
against the Hausa states and later the
Bornu empire.
Due to their lower social position they
probably adopted the takouba after
their successful establishment of the
Sokoto Caliphate.
They appear to also use the term
takouba although their language is
distinct from Hausa and the Tuareg
Tamasheq.

The Fulani/Fula ~ Cavalry from Sokoto

The Songhai
A large ethnic group which
founded the Songhai empire
and dominated much of the
Sahel in the 15th and 16th
centuries. Their wealth was
based on controlling the salt
and gold trade.
In later centuries they
controlled various city states
and had much the same
weapons and military
structure as the Hausa.

The Songhai - Cavalry from Dosso
Kingdom

The Mandinka
Also know as the Manding or
Mandingo this people group
mainly used a type of guardless
sabre or straight sword, but also
occasionally takouba.
One of the widest spread people
groups in West Africa, they are
descendants of the Mali Empire
and formed communities in many
areas of the Sahel. Known as
traders the gradually converted to
Islam in many areas during the
18th and 19th centuries.

The Mandinka ~ Riders Segon region

North Cameroon/Mandara Mountains
While there are far too many peoples
to list in this region, all using a
dizzying array of weaponry it is worth
noting the long history of the region's
interaction with the Islamic empires to
their west and north.
Conflict with the Hausa and Bornu
states was common later followed by
the Sokoto caliphate as the region was
a prime source of slaves for the
Islamic states.
Largely pagan animists, many of the
peoples in this mountainous area fled
to the region to take advantage of the
naturally defensible terrain.

The Mossi
A pagan people living mainly in
Burkina Faso, the Mossi were
traditionally foes of the surrounding
Islamic kingdoms.
Formed into three kingdoms the
occasionally allied against the threat of
their Islamic neighbors and frequently
raided into neighboring territory.
I do not know of a properly
authenticated older Mossi sword, but I
have and will show a more recent
photo of one in a Mossi court.

The Mossi - Warriors

The Mossi - Modern Day Court Scene

The Lobi
A pagan tribe mainly located
in Burkina Faso, I have
personally encountered a
large and likely ceremonial
takouba collected from
among the Lobi.
Known for their skill in bronze
and brass casting they do not
appear to have made regular
use of takouba swords, but
had contact and were often
raided by larger kingdoms like
the Kénédougou Kingdom.

Diversity of Ethnic Takouba
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hausa, or perhaps Nupe
Believed Nupe
Lobi
Tuareg
Mandinka
Fulani
Believed Bornu regions
Possibly Mossi? (Burkina
Faso)

Not shown to scale

Attribution - How to do it?
SOURCES
1. Historical travelers' texts
2. Takouba specific papers
3. Museum and/or provenance
4. Illustrations
5. Period photos
6. Cultural references
7. Modern fieldwork

ISSUES
1. Do not usually include any description
of the form.
2. At this point Tuareg centric and with a
focus on European blades.
3. Very useful but often without field
notes or collection dates. Provenance
often neglects ethnic attribution.
4. Usually turn of the century and highly
useful, but often depicting swords still
in the scabbard or lacking other
detail.
5. One of the best resources,
unfortunately only available from a
fairly late date and lacking detail.
6. Ethnic art styles useful but must be
aware of cross over.
7. Useful but difficult given wide cultural
changes and evolution of the sword
type among cultures that continue
use.

Some Useful Historical Texts
EUROPEAN
•
•
•
•

Narrative of Travels and Discoveries in
Northern and Central Africa ~ Dixon
Denham, Hugh Clapperton, Walter Oudney
Travels and Discoveries in North and
Central Africa Volumes I-III ~ Heinrich Barth
Travels in the Great Desert of Sahara, in
the Years of 1845 and 1846 ~ James
Richardson
Travels of Richard and John Lander, into
the Interior of Africa, for the Discovery of
the Course and Termination of the Niger ~
Robert Huish

ARAB/NATIVE
•

•
•
•

An Account of Timbuctoo and Housa
Territories in the Interior of Africa ~ El
Hage Abd Salam Shabeeny, James Grey
Jackson [commentator]
The history and description of Africa and
of the notable things therein contained ~
Leo Africanus
The Kano Chronicle ~ translated by H.R.
Palmer
Giram of Kanem-Bornu

Some Useful Modern Publications
TAKOUBA SPECIFIC
•
•

European Blades in Tuareg Swords and
Daggers ~ Lloyd Cabot Briggs
Essai sur l'épée des Touareg de l'Ahaggar
~ A.M. Foley

GENERAL
•

Armes Traditionnelles D'Afrique ~ Tristan
Arbousse-Bastide

•

African Arms and Armour ~ Christopher
Spring

•

Warfare in the Sokoto Caliphate: Historical
and Soiological Perspectives ~ Joseph P.
Smaldone

•

African Knights: The Armies of Sokoto,
Bornu and Bagirmi in the 19th Century ~
Conrad Cairns

Some Notable Museum Swords
• Beloit College, Wisconsin, USA, holds a brass hilted takouba, perhaps Hausa,
with European blade (marked with running wolf and cross and orb).
• The Musée d’ethnographie, Neuchâtel, Switzerland holds a Tuareg takouba
with a European trade blade, from the marks it would appear a Peter Kull
example from around 1847 (marked with cross and orb, fly and lion).
• American Museum of Natural History holds a wide variety of takouba including
Bornu, Hausa and Tuareg swords.
• Bath Royal Literary and Scientific Institution, UK, holds a good brass hilted
Hausa takouba with very elaborate scabbard decoration and native blade.

Attribution - An Example

Attribution - An Example
CHARACTERISTICS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Native made steel blade
Large oval pommel
Use of leather and brass
Style of leather 'tie' on base of hilt
Delamination on blade
Relative short length
Lack of sharpening striations

INTERPRETATION STEPS
1. Tuareg unlikely, lack of characteristic
sharpening marks, native blade of a style
not usually seen with Tuaregs.
2. Leather hilt points away from Hausa or
Nupe brass hilts.
3. Alternatives, rougher heavy iron
construction can point towards Mandara.
Photos exist showing large pommel
swords in use by Kanuri. One example of
similar sword known to me collected on
the ground in Cameroon. The AMNH
holds two with very similar pommels from
Bornu.

Attribution - An Example

Top sword from Martin Lubojacky, colllected in Maroua, Cameroon, second from AMNH, collected in Bornu
region, Nigeria. Shown very roughly to scale, angles of the photos inhibit a precise result.

Attribution - An Example
CONCLUSION
A combination of old photos and examples with provenance allows for a reasonably
certain identification. Speaking of course in broad, regional terms. Trying to confirm IDs
for particular sub groups, for instance regional characteristics in different Tuareg groups or
swords being from one Hausa city or another, is something that is very tricky mainly due
to a lack of confirmed examples.
I should caution with takouba this is nearly always frustrating particularly if you are
missing the scabbard or have an unusual piece. This is part of the importance of building
up a strong database of examples.
The importance of this type of analysis should, in my opinion, be emphasized. For me it is
always a work in progress and I periodically re-examine swords at a later date as my
library of photos, other examples and general knowledge grows.
The unfortunate downside is that at this fairly early stage of looking at takouba as a whole,
not isolated to the Tuareg, is a painstaking process.

Attribution - Dating
BLADES VS. HILTS

RESULTING PROBLEMS

Dated complete takouba are rare to
have authenticated. Earliest known
are two pieces captured by the French
in 1830.

Many groups like the Tuareg frequently
rehilted blades meaning that old blades
could and can be found on hilts from as
recent as the last 50 years.

Older imported blades are known, but
the style of hilts contemporary to these
blades is not known.
Unlike European blades and records,
an analog for hilts does not exist due
to lack of existing artistic resources to
draw on.

While European blades are able to give us
some idea of the connections and trade at
certain dates between the Sahel and
Europe. the lack of an ability to date
swords earlier than the late 18th century
(allowing a +/- figure of roughly 50 years
on the two 1830 examples mentioned)
makes dating entire swords impractical
except for the last 250-300 years. We are
further impeded by a lack of artistic
representation of takouba in art in the
region (at least to my knowledge).

Focus on Attribution over Classification
CLASSIFICATION
• Lack of pictorial evidence to derive
a system due to cultural and
religious constraints on art.
• Lack of widespread archaeological
work on early weapons of the
regions.
• Inherent inflexibility for dealing
with numerous imported blades
and rehilting
• Lack of a dating method for entire
swords outside of some stylistic
clues

ATTRIBUTION
• Flexible, focused on recognizable
and supportable ethnic and
regional attributions
• Focuses on establishing real
parameters of pieces not forcing
them to adhere to a system.
• Observation based without bias to
fit items into a system

Summary
As we have seen, the takouba is far more than a Tuareg sword form, but instead seems to
be a wide ranging regional form, no doubt propagated by trans-Saharan trade, found
across the entire western Sahel and into fringe areas like lake Chad and Cameroon. While
a comprehensive understanding of the form is still elusive and likely will remain so for
some time, it is encouraging to see that by careful study of museum examples, historical
photos, illustrations and modern field work it is possible to continue to advance and revise
commonly held conceptions about the form.
I would like to stress again that as ethnographic arms enthusiasts I think a classification
system is not a useful effort at this point in time. Rather I would like to continue to build up
a catalog of extant examples and field notes. Additionally, while many collectors prize and
focus on European bladed weapons, it would amiss to write off entirely native made
swords. Often they are of reasonable quality and represent a long tradition of iron working
in these regions. The wide bladed takouba in particular represent a fascinating variation of
the form.
In summary, the takouba form covers a massive range, it is ethnically diverse and visually
diverse, it owes much of its history to historical trade links with Europe and the Arab world
but at the same time is an authentic African sword form. There is still much to learn, but I
hope this presentation has gone some small way towards expanding the horizons.

